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Alleged failure to deal properly with an article 226 EC ... (2019/06/17 09:36)
Summary of decision on complaint 3254/2004/(OV)ID against the European Commission. In
November 2004, the complainant ﬁled a complaint with the Ombudsman, alleging that the
Commission had failed to properly deal with his Article 226 EC complaint, concerning the Greek
authorities' failure to recognise him as a Chemical Engineer on the basis of his professional
qualiﬁcation, obtained in the UK ...
Engineering Regulators | Engineers Canada (2019/06/16 22:30)
These engineering regulators are the constituent associations of Engineers Canada. They
regulate the engineering profession and license professional engineers in Canada. What is the
connection between Engineers Canada and its engineering regulators? Engineers Canada exists
to support the engineering regulators.
Engineer - Wikipedia (2019/06/16 09:01)
The practice of engineering in the UK is not a regulated profession but the control of the titles of
chartered engineer (CEng) and incorporated engineer (IEng) is regulated. These titles are
protected by law and are subject to strict requirements deﬁned by the Engineering Council UK.
The title CEng is in use in much of the Commonwealth.
Regulation and licensure in engineering - Wikipedia (2019/06/16 07:36)
Becoming an engineer is a process that varies widely around the world. In some regions, use of
the term "engineer" is regulated, in others it is not. Where engineering is a regulated
profession, there are speciﬁc procedures and requirements for obtaining a registration, charter
or license to practice engineering.
Regulated profession - Chartered chemical engineer (United ... (2019/06/15 04:23)
The database contains information on regulated professions, statistics on migrating
professionals,contact points and competent authorities, as provided by EU Member States, EEA
countries and Switzerland. Each country is responsible for updating information, on its regulated
professions, competent authorities and statistics.
Jamie Cleaver: Professional Engineering Skills - The ... (2019/06/14 14:55)
Recent Editions. Catch up on the latest news, views and jobs from The Chemical Engineer.
Below are the four latest issues. View a wider selection of the archive from within the Magazine
section of this site.
Find out if your occupation is regulated or not - CICIC (2019/06/13 14:20)
regulated, the recognition of your qualiﬁcations will be determined by the appropriate provincial
or territorial regulatory authority; non-regulated, recognition is normally at the discretion of the
employer. To work in a regulated profession or trade and use a reserved title, you must obtain a
licence to practise or a certiﬁcate of ...
Regulated profession - Chartered chemical engineer (United ... (2019/06/08 10:58)
The database contains information on regulated professions, statistics on migrating
professionals,contact points and competent authorities, as provided by EU Member States, EEA
countries and Switzerland. Each country is responsible for updating information, on its regulated
professions, competent authorities and statistics.
Fact Sheet – Engineer | Manitoba Immigration and Economic ... (2019/06/06 01:14)
Regulated profession: Engineer; ... Note: This Fact Sheet was developed by Manitoba Education
and Training, Immigration and Economic Opportunities Division. It serves as a guide and will be
updated periodically. When researching information on professional registration policies and
procedures, always refer to the regulator to ensure accurate ...
Applying chemical engineering in the construction industry ... (2018/09/14 02:53)
Bryden Wood is a technology and design company that designs residential, commercial, and
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process facilities. It recently hired Chartered Chemical Engineer Adrian La Porta. I met with him
to discuss what a chemical engineer can contribute to the construction industry and how
Bryden Wood is leading change in the industry.
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